PAPERCUT + HERITAGE MANAGED PRINT
FOR EDUCATION

Rule Based Printing

From browser access for students and
staff to mixed platform support, PaperCut
can handle the unique challenges of school
networks. Flexible group level controls
including monitoring, quotas, charging,
print job filtering, and hold/release
queues allow you to precisely manage
your print resources.

You can set an upper document size to stop unusually large print jobs. Other filters include
a maximum number of copies, color, and duplex printing. There is even a filter to stop
“double submitted” jobs caused by accidentally clicking the print icon twice.

Secure Release and “Follow Me”

In a standard printing environment, a user’s jobs are sent directly to the printer for
immediate printing. This results in wasted paper and toner when printing is forgotten and
not collected. It also presents a security risk if those forgotten jobs were sensitive or
confidential. PaperCut print release provides a simple solution that places jobs in a holding
state until the user authenticates and releases the job at the printer.

Automatically convert print jobs to grayscale and duplex.

Previously, PaperCut could only disallow all single sided and color printing jobs on a
printer, but now jobs can be automatically converted to duplex and/or grayscale. For
instance, always force students, faculty, and staff to print duplex or use conditional
scripting to automatically convert all Outlook Email messages to grayscale.

Track your school or universities printing and copying usage with realtime reporting.

Upon completion of each copy session (when the user presses end) the details of the copy
transaction are logged into PaperCut in real-time. Provision for network failure is provided
enabling session replay from memory. Administrators have access to the same PaperCut
reporting and management features as they would have for a standard printer. Print from
anywhere with PaperCut’s embedded Web Print solutions. As a core feature of PaperCut,
Web Print enables printing from user-owned devices without the overhead of installing
printer drivers and managing server authentication. Web Print is PaperCut’s unique and
industry leading solution to manage the growing need for printing from wireless device.

